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Let V denote a finite-dimensional K vector space and let G denote a finite group
of K-linear automorphisms of V. Let Vm denote the direct sum of m copies of V and
let G act on the symmetric algebra K[Vm] of V m by the diagonal action on V m.
A result of Noether implies that, if char K=0, then K[Vm]G can be generated as
a K-algebra by polynomials whose degrees are |G|, no matter how large m is.
This paper proves that this result no longer holds when the characteristic of K
divides |G|. More precisely, it is proved in this case that there is a positive number
:, depending only on |G| and char K, such that every set of K-algebra generators
of K[V m]G contains a generator whose degree is :m.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Let K denote a commutative (and associative) ring and let GL(n, K)
denote the group of invertible n_n matrices with entries in K. Let
[Cij : 1im, 1 jn] denote a set of commuting indeterminates. If
f # K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn] and g=(gij) # GL(n, K), let g( f ) denote the
image of f under the K-algebra homomorphism which maps Cij to
Ci1 g1 j+Ci2 g2 j+ } } } +Cin gnj for every i and j. Note that the following
matrix equation is satisfied for every i # [1, ..., m]:
(g(Ci1) g(Ci2) } } } g(Cin))=(Ci1Ci2 } } } Cin) g.
If GGL(n, K ), let K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]G denote the set of elements
f # K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn] such that g( f )= f for every g # G ; such
elements are called vector invariants (or simply invariants) of G.
Assume for the rest of the paper that G is a finite subgroup of GL(n, K).
A classic result of Noether [N] implies that if every non-zero integer is
invertible in K, then
the invariants of G are generated by polynomials whose
degrees are |G|. (0.1)
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More generally, the author [R2] recently proved that statement (0.1)
holds when |G|! is invertible in K, or when G is solvable and |G| is inver-
tible in K. On the other hand, the following result [R1, Prop. 14] implies
that the statement (0.1) does not always hold.
Suppose that K is a finite field of characteristic p and G
contains a pseudo-reflection of order p (a pseudo-reflec-
tion is an invertible linear map g such that
rank(g&I )=1). Let d=(|K|&1)( p&1). If m(n+1) d,
then every set of K-algebra generators of K[Cij :
1im, 1 jn]G contains a generator whose degree is
([md]&n+2)( p&1); here [ ] denotes the greatest
integer function. (0.2)
Suppose that K is a field of characteristic p. This paper will prove, by
extending some of the methods introduced in [R1], that statement (0.1)
does not hold if p divides |G| and m is sufficiently large compared to p and
|G|. More precisely, it will be shown that
if p divides |G|, then every set of K-algebra generators of
K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]G contains a generator whose
degree is greater than or equal to m( p&1)(p |G|&1&1). (0.3)
This is the main result of the paper. Suppose that Vm and G are as in the
abstract, and let n=dim V. Then the symmetric algebra K[Vm] is
isomorphic to K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn] and K[Vm]G is isomorphic to
K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]G$ for some group G$ $ G. Therefore the result
stated at the end of the abstract is a consequence of (0.3).
The lower bound in (0.3) is probably not optimal, and this paper estab-
lishes better bounds in special cases. Before describing one of these results,
some notation is needed. Let Sn denote the group of permutations of
[1, ..., n]. If _ # Sn and f # K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn], let _( f ) denote the
image of f under the K-algebra automorphism which maps Cij to Ci_( j) for
all i, j. Let K[Cij : 1  i  m, 1  j  n]Sn denote the set of elements
f # K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn] which satisfy _( f )= f for every _ # Sn ; such
elements are called vector invariants of the symmetric group Sn . Vector
invariants of symmetric groups are of special interest because they are
sometimes used to prove results about invariants of fairly general classes of
finite groups [CHP1; We, pp. 275276]. It is known [R2, Prop. 2] that
if n! is invertible in K, then the vector invariants of Sn are
generated by polynomials whose degrees are n. (0.4)
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Campbell et al. [CHP2] proved that, for arbitrary commutative rings K,
K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]Sn is generated by polynomials
whose degrees are max[mn(n&1)2, n]. (0.5)
Other results about the vector invariants of Sn are found in [R2, Props. 6
and 7]. It is known that the upper bound in (0.4) is best possible, but it
is not known to what extent the bound in (0.5) can be improved. Let Z
denote the ring of integers; this paper proves that
if n2, then every set of generators of
Z[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]Sn contains a generator whose
degree is max[n, m+2&n]. (0.6)
For the rest of this paper, let p denote a prime and let K denote a field
of characteristic p. Let Fp denote the finite field of size p. Now we give the
structure of the paper.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes properties of the
monomials which appear in invariants of automorphisms of order p. It also
establishes lower bounds on the degrees of certain generators of the
invariants of G in the case that GGL(n, Fp) and p divides |G|. The case
that GGL(n, Fp) is easier to understand than the more general situation
where G is a finite subgroup of GL(n, K), and it is hoped that the proofs
in Section 1 will motivate and elucidate the treatment of the more general
situation in Section 2. Section 2 considers invariants of arbitrary finite
subgroups G of GL(n, K) such that |G| is divisible by p. It establishes the
existence of certain monomials y* which appear in invariants of G, and
then, using these monomials and results from Section 1, establishes lower
bounds on the degrees of certain generators of the invariants of G. These
bounds depend on m, p, and the sizes of some finite additive subgroups of
the K vector space spanned by [C11 , C12 , ..., C1n]. Section 3 contains
proofs of statements (0.3) and (0.6), using results from Sections 1 and 2.
1. SOME PROPERTIES OF B-MONOMIALS WHICH APPEAR
IN INVARIANTS
Let B denote a subset of K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn] whose elements are
algebraically independent over K. Define a B-monomial to be an element of
the multiplicative monoid generated by B. Note that every f # K[b : b # B]
can be uniquely expressed as
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f =:
y
c( f, y) y, where the sum varies over all B-monomials
y and c( f, y) # K for every y. (1.0)
A B-monomial y is said to appear in f if c( f, y){0; c( f, y) is called the
coefficient of y in f.
Suppose that B$B and y is a B-monomial. Define B$-deg y to be the
degree of the largest divisor of y which lies in the multiplicative monoid
generated by B$.
Proposition 1. Let B denote a subset of K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]
whose elements are algebraically independent over K. Let # denote a
K-algebra automorphism of K[b : b # B] such that # p is the identity map. Let
B1 , ..., BM denote pairwise disjoint subsets of B such that B1 _ } } } _ BM=B,
and assume that the K vector space spanned by Bi is mapped into itself by
# for every i # [1, ..., M]. Let f # K[b : b # B] such that
#( f )= f (1.1)
and
Bi -deg y<p for every B-monomial y which appears in f
and every i # [1, ..., M]. (1.2)
Then f # K[v : v lies in the K vector space spanned by B and #(v)=v]+ the
ideal of K[b : b # B] generated by [#(b)&b : b # B].
Proof. Let I denote the identity map on K[b : b # B]. Observe that
(#&I ) p=# p&I=0, because the characteristic of K is p and # p=I. There-
fore #&I is nilpotent. Define, for every i # [1, ..., M], Vi to be the K vector
space spanned by Bi . Since #&I is nilpotent, there exists (corresponding to
the Jordan canonical form of (#&I )|Vi) a basis BiJ for Vi such that
#(b)&b # [0] _ BiJ for every b # BiJ (1.3)
and
the map b  #(b)&b from [b # BiJ : #(b){b] to BiJ is one-to-one. (1.4)
Define BJ=B1J _ B2J _ } } } _ BMJ .
Let D denote the ideal of K[b : b # B] generated by [#(b)&b : b # B].
Note that #(b)&b # D for every b # BJ , because every element of BJ is
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a K-linear combination of elements of B. Let z denote a BJ-monomial such
that
z does not lie in D and z is divisible by an element b0 of BJ
such that #(b0){b0 . (1.5)
It will be shown that z does not appear in f.
Write (as in (1.0)) f =y c( f, y)y, where the sum varies over all
BJ-monomials y and c( f, y) # K for every y. Note that (zb0)(#(b0)&b0) is
a BJ -monomial, by (1.3) and (1.5), and
c(#( f )& f, (zb0)(#(b0)&b0))
=:
y
c( f, y) c(#( y)& y, (zb0)(#(b0)&b0)),
because f =y c( f, y)y. This equation and (1.1) imply that
0=:
y
c( f, y) c(#( y)& y, (zb0)(#(b0)&b0)). (1.6)
Now let y denote a BJ -monomial such that
c(#( y)& y, (zb0)(#(b0)&b0)){0. (1.7)
It will be shown that y=z. Write y=>b # BJ b
e( y, b) and observe that
#( y)= ‘
b # BJ
(b+#(b)&b)e( y, b)
= y+ :
b # BJ
e( y, b)( yb)(#(b)&b)+an element of D2, (1.8)
by the Binomial Theorem and the fact that #(b)&b # D for every b # BJ . If
b is an element of BJ which divides y and does not equal #(b), then state-
ment (1.3) implies that ( yb)(#(b)&b) is a BJ-monomial. Note that
(zb0)(#(b0)&b0)) does not lie in D2, because z does not lie in D and the
BJ-degree of #(b0)&b0 is 1. These observations and statements (1.7) and
(1.8) imply that there is an element b # BJ such that b divides y and
( yb)(#(b)&b)=(zb0)(#(b0)&b0). (1.9)
This equation and the fact that (zb0)(#(b0)&b0) does not lie in D2 imply
that #(b)&b is the only element of BJ & D which divides (zb0)(#(b0)&b0).
Hence #(b)&b=#(b0)&b0 . This equation and (1.4) imply that b=b0 .
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Equation (1.9) and the fact that b=b0 imply that y=z. This proves that,
if (1.7) holds, then y=z. This observation and (1.6) imply that
0=c( f, z) c(#(z)&z, (zb0)(#(b0)&b0)). (1.10)
Equation (1.8), with y replaced by z, implies that
#(z)&z= :
b # BJ
e(z, b)(zb)(#(b)&b)+an element of D2.
This equation and the fact that (zb0)(#(b0)&b0) does not lie in D2 imply
that
c(#(z)&z, (zb0)(#(b0)&b0))
= :
b # BJ
e(z, b) c((zb)(#(b)&b), (zb0)(#(b0)&b0)). (1.11)
Let b denote an element of BJ such that b divides z and #(b) { b.
Then (zb)(#(b) & b) is a BJ-monomial, by (1.3). This observation
and the argument following Eq. (1.9) imply that if c((zb)(#(b)&b),
(zb0)(#(b0)&b0)){0, then b=b0 . Therefore the right side of (1.11) equals
e(z, b0). This observation, together with (1.10) and (1.11), implies that
0=c( f, z) } e(z, b0). (1.12)
If c( f, z){0, then (1.2) and (1.5) imply that 1e(z, b0)< p, so
c( f, z) } e(z, b0) is non-zero in K. This contradicts (1.12); hence c( f, z)=0.
This proves that c( f, z)=0 for every BJ-monomial z satisfying (1.5). Hence
every BJ-monomial which appears in f either lies in D or is a product of
elements of BJ which are fixed by #. K
If i # [1, ..., m], let Hi denote the K-algebra homomorphism from
K[C1 j : 1 jn] to K[Cij : 1 jn] which maps C1 j to Cij for every
j # [1, ..., n].
Let W denote a finite additive subgroup of KC11+KC12+ } } } +KC1n
such that W{[0]. Define, for every positive integer m,
f (W, m)= :
w # W
(H1(w) H2(w) } } } Hm(w)) p&1. (2.0)
Recall that G denotes a finite subgroup of GL(n, K).
Proposition 2. Suppose that every element of G maps W into itself.
Then f (W, m) is an invariant of G.
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Proof. Observe that, for every g # G,
g( f (W, m))= :
w # W
(g(H1(w)) g(H2(w)) } } } g(Hm(w))) p&1
= :
w # W
(H1(g(w)) H2(g(w)) } } } Hm (g(w))) p&1,
because
Hi (g(w))= g(Hi (w)) for every i # [1, ..., m]
and
w # KC11+KC12+ } } } +KC1n .
Since the action of g permutes the elements of W, we now deduce that
g( f (W, m))= :
w # W
(H1(w) H2(w) } } } Hm(w)) p&1= f (W, m).
This establishes the proposition. K
Let V denote an additive subgroup of KC11+KC12+ } } } +KC1n . If
# # GL(n, K), let (#&I )(V) denote the set of elements #(v)&v, where v
varies over V, and let V(#) denote the set of elements of V which are fixed
by #.
Proposition 3. Assume that there is an element # # GL(n, K) of order p
(where p=the characteristic of K) such that (#&I )(V){[0]. Then the K
vector space spanned by V (#)+(#&I )(V) does not contain V.
Proof. Let e denote the smallest positive integer such that V is
contained in the nullspace of (#&I )e. Note that ep, because
(#&I ) p=# p&I=0 (because the characteristic of K and the order of #
equal p). The assumption that (#&I )(V){[0] implies that e>1. This
observation and the fact that V is contained in the nullspace of (#&I )e
imply that the K vector space spanned by V(#)+(#&I )(V) is contained in
the nullspace of (#&I )e&1. Note also that V is not contained in the
nullspace of (#&I )e&1 by the minimality of e. Hence V is not contained in
the K vector space spanned by V(#)+(#&I )(V). K
Proposition 4. Let G denote a subgroup of GL(n, Fp) which contains an
element # of order p. Let V=Fp C11+Fp C12+ } } } +FpC1n and let W denote
an additive subgroup of V such that W is mapped into itself by every
element of G and W is not a subset of V (#)+(#&I )(V). Define
c=dim[W & (V (#)+(#&I )(V))] and d=dim[W & (#&I )(V)], where
dim denotes the dimension as an Fp vector space. If mdim W, then every
set of K-algebra generators of K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]G contains a
generator whose degree is greater than or equal to 1+(m&c)d.
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Proof. Let B0 denote a basis for W as an Fp vector space such that B0
contains bases for W & (#&I )(V) and W & (V(#)+(#&I )(V)). Let
b1 , ..., br be a list of the elements of B0 . Since B0 is a basis for W and W
is not a subset of V(#)+(#&I )(V), one may assume (by permuting
subscripts if necessary) that
b1 does not lie in V (#) +(#&I )(V). (4.1)
This assumption implies that b1 and #(b1)&b1 are linearly independent
elements of W ; hence r2. Assume that mdim W (so mr) and define
y=\ ‘
m&r+1
i=1
Hi (b1) p&1+\‘
r
i=2
Hm&r+i (bi) p&1+ .
It will be shown that, when f (W, m) is expressed as a linear combination
of [Hi (b) : 1im, b # B0]-monomials, the coefficient of y in this linear
combination is non-zero. This coefficient will be referred to as the coef-
ficient of y in f (W, m). Observe that
the coefficient of y in f (W, m)
= :
w # W
the coefficient of y in ‘
m
i=1
Hi (w) p&1,
by the definition of f (W, m),
= :
w # W \ ‘
m&r+1
i=1
the coefficient of Hi (b1) p&1 in Hi (w) p&1+
_\‘
r
i=2
the coefficient of Hm&r+i (bi) p&1 in Hm&r+i (w) p&1+ ,
by the definition of y. This equation and the fact that every w # W can be
uniquely expressed as w=x1b1+x2b2+ } } } +xrbr , with x1 , ..., xr # Fp ,
imply that
the coefficient of y in f (W, m)
= :
x1 # Fp
} } } :
xr # Fp
x (m&r+1)( p&1)1 x
p&1
2 } } } x
p&1
r
=(|Fp |&1)r
=( p&1)r,
where we have used that x p&1=1 for every non-zero x # Fp . Hence
y appears in f (W, m). (4.2)
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Note that, since B0 contains bases for W & (#&I )(V) and
W & (V(#)+(#&I )(V)), one can extend B0 to a basis B1 for V such that
B1 contains bases for (#&I )(V) and V (#) +(#&I )(V). Define Bi=
[Hi (b) : b # B1] for every i # [1, ..., m] and define B=B1 _ B2 _ } } } _ Bm .
Observe that B is a basis for the Fp vector space spanned by
[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]; therefore every element of K[Cij : 1im,
1 jn] is uniquely expressible as a K-linear combination of B-
monomials.
Let BD=[Hi (b) : 1im, b # B1 & (#&I )(V)] and B$=[Hi (b) :
1im, b # B1 & (V (#) +(#&I )(V))]. Suppose that f is an element of
K[b : b # B] which is fixed by #. Note that, if one deletes from f all the
B-monomials z which satisfy Bi -degree z p for some i, then the resulting
polynomial is still fixed by #. Therefore Proposition 1 and the definition of
B1 imply that
if z* is a B-monomial which appears in an invariant of #
and satisfies Bi-deg z*< p for every i # [1, ..., m], then
either z* lies in the multiplicative monoid generated by B$
or it is divisible by an element of BD . (4.3)
Let S(G, m) denote a set of K-algebra generators of K[Cij : 1im,
1 jn]G. Proposition 2 implies that f (W, m) is an invariant of G; hence
it lies in the K-algebra generated by S(G, m). This observation and state-
ment (4.2) imply that there are B-monomials y1 , ..., yu (not necessarily
distinct) such that
y= y1y2 } } } yu and every yi appears in an element of S(G, m). (4.4)
Statement (4.1) and the fact that b1 divides y imply that deg y>B$-deg y.
This observation and Eq. (4.4) imply that there is a subscript t # [1, ..., u]
such that deg yt>B$-deg yt and
BD -deg yt(deg yt&B$-deg yt)
BD-deg y(deg y&B$-deg y). (4.5)
Note that yt appears in an invariant of #, because it appears in an
element of S(G, m). Note also that Bi -deg yt< p for every i # [1, ..., m],
because yt divides y (by (4.4)). These observations and statement (4.3)
(with z*= yt), together with the fact that deg yt>B$-deg yt , imply that
BD-deg yt1.
Observe that
deg yt1+(deg yt&B$-deg yt)BD-deg yt ,
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because B$-deg ytBD-deg yt1. By (4.5), (4.1), and the definition of y,
we deduce that
deg yt1+(deg y&B$-deg y)BD-deg y
=1+(m&|B$ & B0 | ) |BD & B0 |
=1+(m&c)d
(where c and d are defined in the statement of Propositon 4), because
B$ & B0 is a basis for W & (V(#)+(#&I )(V)) and BD & B0 is a basis for
W & (#&I )(V). This relation and the fact that yt appears in an element of
S(G, m) imply that S(G, m) contains a polynomial whose degree is greater
than or equal to 1+(m&c)d. K
2. LOWER BOUNDS ON THE DEGREES OF
CERTAIN GENERATORS
The next proposition is not new, but a proof is included here to keep the
presentation self-contained.
Proposition 5. Let S denote a non-empty finite subset of K&[0] and
define s( j)=x # S x j for every integer j. Then every sequence of |S|
consecutive terms from s(1), s(2), s(3), ... contains a non-zero element.
Proof. Let N=|S| and let x1 , ..., xN be a list of the elements of S. Let
t denote a non-negative integer and let Vt denote the N_N matrix whose
ith row is (xt+i&11 x
t+i&1
2 } } } x
t+i&1
N ) for every i. If (c0 c1 } } } cN&1) lies in
the left nullspace of Vt , then x1 , ..., xN are all roots of the polynomial
c0+c1x+ } } } +cN&1xN&1, and hence c0=c1= } } } =cN&1=0. This
proves that the left nullspace of Vt is trivial. Hence Vt is nonsingular; there-
fore the sum of the columns of Vt is not the zero vector. Therefore at least
one of the elements in the sequence s(t), s(t+1), ..., s(t+N&1) is non-
zero. K
Let W denote a finite additive subgroup of KC11+KC12+ } } } +KC1n
such that W{[0]. Let b1 , ..., br denote linearly independent elements
(over K) of KC11+KC12+ } } } +KC1n and let B0=[b1 , ..., br]. Let B0
also denote (abusing notation) the r-tuple (b1 , ..., br). Define Wi=
(Kbi+Kbi+1+ } } } +Kbr) & W for every i # [1, ..., r] and define Wr+1
=[0]. Define
d(B0 , W)= :
r
j=1
( |Wj ||Wj+1 |&1).
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Suppose that y is an element of the multiplicative monoid generated by
[Hi (b) : 1im, b # B0]. If ; # B0 , define deg; y to be the degree of the
largest divisor of y which lies in the multiplicative monoid generated by
[Hi (;) : 1im].
Propostion 6. Assume that B0=(b1 , ..., br) is an ordered basis for the K
vector space spanned by W. Let B=[Hi (b) : 1im, b # B0] and let m
denote an integer such that m( p&1)d(B0 , W). Then there is an integer m$
having the following three properties:
(i) 1+m&(|W1 ||W2 |&1)( p&1)m$m.
(ii) f (W, m$){0.
(iii) If |B0 |>1, then there is a B-monomial y* appearing in f (W, m$)
such that degbj y*|Wj ||Wj+1 |&1 for every j # [2, 3, ..., r].
Proof. Let Ar denote the set of elements a # K such that abr # W, and,
for every j # [1, 2, ..., r&1], let Aj denote the set of elements a # K such that
abj # W+Kbj+1+ } } } +Kbr . Note that, for every j # [1, ..., r], Aj is an
additive subgroup of K and
Aj is isomorphic to WjWj+1 as an additive group. (6.1)
Note also that A1 contains a non-zero element, because [b1 , ..., br] is a
basis for the vector space spanned by W ; hence |A1 |>1.
If Aj=[0], define E( j)=0; otherwise, let E( j) denote the smallest
integer such that E( j)>0 and a # Aj a
E( j){0. Suppose now that Aj {[0].
Then Proposition 5 (with S=Aj&[0]) implies that there is an integer e
such that 1e|Aj |&1 and a # Aj a
e{0. Therefore
E( j)|Aj |&1. (6.2)
If Aj=[0], then E( j)=|Aj |&1=0; hence (6.2) holds in all cases. Let
t=(E(2)+E(3)+ } } } +E(r))( p&1); t is defined to be 0 when r=1. Note
that
(m&t)( p&1)d(B0 , W)&E(2)&E(3)& } } } &E(r),
by the definition of t and the hypothesis that m( p&1)d(B0 , W). Thus,
by (6.1), (6.2), and the definition of d(B0 , W ),
(m&t)( p&1)d(B0 , W)& :
r
j=2
( |Wj ||Wj+1 |&1)=|A1 |&1.
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This inequality and Propositon 5 (with S=A1&[0]) imply that there is
an integer E>0 such that
:
a # A1
aE{0
and
(m&t)( p&1)&(|A1 |&1)<E(m&t)( p&1). (6.3)
Define m$=t+E( p&1). It will be shown that m$ is an integer and
possesses the properties stated in the proposition.
Let j # [1, ..., r] and suppose that there is an integer e>0 such that
a # Aj a
e{0. Let c # Fp&[0]. Note that the map a  ca permutes the
elements of Aj , because Aj is closed under addition; therefore
:
a # Aj
ae= :
a # Aj
(ca)e=ce :
a # Aj
ae.
Therefore ce=1 for every c # Fp&[0]; hence e is divisible by p&1. This
proves that, if e>0 and a # Aj a
e{0, then e is divisible by p&1. Therefore
E, E(1), E(2), ..., E(r) are all divisible by p&1. Hence E( p&1) and t are
integers, so m$ is an integer.
Note that A1 is an Fp vector space. Therefore |A1 | is a power of p and
hence ( |A1 |&1)( p&1) is an integer. The first inequality in (6.3) and the
fact that m, t, E( p&1), and ( |A1 |&1)( p&1) are integers imply that
1+(m&t)&(|A1 |&1)( p&1)E( p&1).
This inequality and (6.1) imply that 1+m&(|W1 ||W2 |&1)( p&1)m$,
and the second inequality in (6.3) implies that m$m. Therefore m$ satisfies
condition (i) of the proposition.
Suppose that |B0 |=1. When W=[ab1 : a # A1] and
f (W, m$)=\ :a # A1 a
m$( p&1)+ (H1(b1) H2(b1) } } } Hm$(b1)) p&1{0,
by the definition of E and the fact that m$=E( p&1) when |B0 |=1. This
establishes the proposition when |B0 |=1.
Suppose now that |B0 |>1. Let L1 , ..., Lt denote a sequence of elements
of [b2 , ..., br] in which bj occurs exactly E( j)( p&1) times for every
j # [2, ..., r]. Define
y*=\ ‘
m$&t
i=1
Hi (b1) p&1+\‘
t
i=1
Hi+m$&t(Li) p&1+.
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Note that, for every j # [2, ..., r],
degbj y*=(the number of appearances of bj
in the sequence L1 , ..., Lt) } ( p&1)
=E( j)
|Wj |  |Wj+1 |&1, by (6.1) and (6.2).
Therefore, to finish the proof, it suffices to show that y* appears in
f (W, m$).
Suppose that j # [1, ..., r]. The definition of Aj implies that, for every
a # Aj , there is an element v( j, a) in Kbj+1+Kbj+2+ } } } +Kbr such that
abj+v( j, a) # W; v(r, a) is defined to be 0 for every a. Note that the map
(a, w)  abj+v( j, a)+w gives a bijection from Aj _Wj+1 to Wj . Repeated
applications of this observation imply that
the map (a1 , ..., ar)  a1b1+ } } } +ar br+v(1, a1)+ } } } +v(r, ar)
gives a bijection from A1_A2 _ } } } _Ar to W. (6.4)
Let a1 , ..., ar denote elements of A1 , ..., Ar , respectively. If j and k denote
integers such that 1k< jr, then let c( j, k, ak) denote the coefficient of
bj in v(k, ak). Note that
for every j # [2, ..., r], the coefficient of bj in
a1b1+ } } } +arbr+v(1, a1)+ } } } +v(r, ar) is
aj+c( j, 1, a1)+c( j, 2, a2)+ } } } +c( j, j&1, aj&1). (6.5)
By the definition of f (W, m$), y*, m$, and L1 , ..., Lt ,
the coefficient of y* in f (W, m$)
= :
w # W
the coefficient of y* in ‘
m$
i=1
Hi (w) p&1
= :
w # W \ ‘
m$&t
i=1
the coefficient of Hi (b1) p&1 in Hi (w) p&1+
_\‘
t
i=1
the coefficient of Hi+m$&t (Li) p&1 in Hi+m$&t (w) p&1+
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= :
w # W
(the coefficient of b1 in w)(m$&t)( p&1)
_\‘
t
i=1
the coefficient of L p&1i in w
p&1+
= :
w # W
(the coefficient of b1 in w)E_ ‘
r
j=2
(the coefficient of bj in w)E( j).
This equation and statements (6.4) and (6.5) imply (by setting w=
a1 b1+ } } } +arbr+v(1, a1)+ } } } +v(r, ar)) that
the coefficient of y* in f (W, m$)
= :
a1 # A1
} } } :
ar # Ar
aE1 ‘
r
j=2
(aj+c( j, 1, a1)+ } } } +c( j, j&1, aj&1))E( j). (6.6)
Let * denote a map from [( j, k) : 1k jr] to the non-negative
integers such that
*( j, 1)+*( j, 2)+ } } } +*( j, j)=E( j) for every j # [2, ..., r]. (6.7)
Define
w(* ; a1 , ..., ar)= ‘
r
j=2
(a*( j, j)j ‘
j&1
k=1
c( j, k, ak)*( j, k));
in this equation (and in (6.6)), 00 is defined to be 1. Observe that
‘
r
j=2
(aj+c( j, 1, a1)+ } } } +c( j, j&1, aj&1))E( j)
= ‘
r
j=2
aE( j)j +a linear combination of expressions
of the form w(* ; a1 , ..., ar), (6.8)
where *( j, j)<E( j) for some j # [2, ..., r].
Claim. Suppose that *( j, j)<E( j) for some j # [2, ..., r]; then
:
a2 # A2
} } } :
ar # Ar
w(* ; a1 , ..., ar)=0.
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Proof of the Claim. Define w*=a2 # A2 } } } ar # Ar w(* ; a1 , ..., ar). Let j*
denote the biggest element of [2, ..., r] such that *( j*, j*)<E( j*). Equa-
tion (6.7) and the definition of j* imply that, when j> j*, *( j, j)=E( j)
and *( j, 1)= } } } =*( j, j&1)=0. This observation and the definition
of w(* ; a1 , ..., ar) imply that w* is divisible by aj* # Aj* } } }
ar # Ar a
*( j*, j*)
j* } } } a
*(r, r)
r , which equals >
r
j= j* (a # Aj a
*( j, j)). In particular,
w* is divisible by a # Aj* a
*( j*, j*). Observe that 0<E( j*), because
*( j*, j*)<E( j*); hence Aj* {[0], so |Aj* |>1. If *( j*, j*)>0, then
1*( j*, j*)<E( j*), so a # Aj* a
*( j*, j*)=0 (by the definition of E( j*)).
Note that a # Aj* a
0=|Aj* |, and |Aj* | is divisible by p, because Aj* is a
vector space over Fp and |Aj* |>1. Therefore a # Aj* a
0=0 in K. This
proves that, in all cases, a # Aj* a
*( j*, j*)=0. This observation and the fact
that w* is divisible by a # Aj* a
*( j*, j*) imply that w*=0. This establishes
the claim.
The claim and statement (6.8) imply that
:
a2 # A2
} } } :
ar # Ar
‘
r
j=2
(aj+c( j, 1, a1)+ } } } +c( j, j&1, aj&1))E( j)
= :
a2 # A2
} } } :
ar # Ar
‘
r
j=2
aE( j)j .
This equation and Eq. (6.6) imply that
the coefficient of y* in f (W, m$)
= :
a1 # A1
} } } :
ar # Ar
aE1 ‘
r
j=2
aE( j)j
=\ :a1 # A1 a
E
1 +\ :a2 # A2 a
E(2)
2 + } } } \ :ar # Ar a
E(r)
r +{0,
by the definitions of E, E(2), ..., E(r). Hence f (W, m$){0 and y* appears in
f (W, m$). K
Remarks. (1) If B0 generates W as an additive group, then
d(B0 , W)=( p&1) dim W.
(2) There are cases where d(B0 , W) does depend on the ordering on
B0 .
(3) One can show, using [R1, Eq. (7.6)], that E( j) (and hence
degbj y*) equals |Aj |&1 for every j # [1, ..., r].
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Proposition 7. Let G denote a finite subgroup of GL(n, K) such that G
contains an element # of order p. Let V=KC11+KC12+ } } } +KC1n . Let W
denote a finite additive subgroup of V such that W is mapped into itself by
every element of G and W is not a subset of V(#)+(#&I )(V). Then there
is an ordered basis B0 for the K vector space spanned by W such that
(i) B0 & (#&I )(V) & W is non-empty,
(ii) the elements of B0 & (#&I )(V) appear at the end of B0 , and
(iii) every set of K-algebra generators of K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]G
contains a generator whose degree is greater than or equal to 1+
((m+1)( p&1)&d(B0 , W))d(B0 & (#&I )(V), W).
Proof. Let b1 denote an element of W such that
b1 does not lie in V (#) +(#&I )(V). (7.1)
Note that #(b1)&b1 is a non-zero element of (#&I )(V) & W. Let VW
denote the K vector space spanned by W, and let B0 denote a basis for VW
such that B0 contains b1 , #(b1)&b1 , a basis for VW & (#&I )(V), and a
basis for VW & (V(#) +(#&I )(V)). Note that B0 possesses property (i) of
the proposition, because B0 & (#&I )(V) & W contains #(b1)&b1 . Let
b1 , ..., br be a list of the elements of B0 such that the elements of
B0 & (#&I )(V) appear at the end of the list. Property (iii) of the proposi-
tion will be established when B0 is ordered according to this list.
Extend B0 to a basis B1 for V such that B1 contains bases for (#&I )(V)
and V(#)+(#&I )(V). Define Bi=[Hi (b) : b # B1] for every i # [1, ..., m]
and define B*=B1 _ B2 _ } } } _ Bm . Note that every element of
K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn] is uniquely expressible as a K-linear combina-
tion of B*-monomials.
Assume at first that m( p&1)d(B0 , W) and define the integer m$ and
the B*-monomial y* as in Proposition 6. Let S(G, m) denote a set of
K-algebra generators of K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]G. Recall from Proposi-
tion 2 that f (W, m$) is an invariant of G; hence it lies in the K-algebra
generated by S(G, m). This observation and the fact that y* appears in
f (W, m$) imply that there are B*-monomials y1 , ..., yu (not necessarily
distinct) such that
y*= y1y2 } } } yu and every yi appears in an element of S(G, m). (7.2)
Observe that, since B0=[b1 , ..., br] is a basis for VW and y* appears in
f (W, m$),
:
r
j=1
degbj y*=deg y*=deg f (W, m$)=m$( p&1).
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Therefore
degb1 y*=m$( p&1)& :
r
j=2
degbj y*
m$( p&1)& :
r
j=2
( |Wj ||Wj+1 |&1),
by property (iii) of Proposition 6. By property (i) of Proposition 6, the
definition of d(B0 , W ), and the assumption that m( p&1)d(B0 , W), we
obtain that
degb1 y*(m+1)( p&1)&d(B0 , W)p&1.
Thus
degb1 y*(m+1)( p&1)&d(B0 , W)>0. (7.3)
Let BD=[Hi (b) : 1im, b # B1 & (#&I )(V)] and B$=[Hi (b) : 1
im, b # B1 & (V(#) +(#&I )(V))]. Proposition 1 and the definition of B1
imply (as in the proof of statement (4.3)) that
if z* is a B*-monomial which appears in an invariant of #
and satisfies Bi-deg z*< p for every i # [1, ..., m], then
either z* lies in the multiplicative monoid generated by B$
or it is divisible by an element of BD . (7.4)
Statements (7.2) and (7.3) imply that there is a subscipt t # [1, ..., u] such
that degb1 yt>0 and
BD-deg yt degb1 ytBD-deg y*degb1 y*. (7.5)
Statement (7.1) and the fact that degb1 yt>0 imply that yt does not lie in
the multiplicative monoid generated by B$. Note that yt appears in an
invariant of #, because it appears in an element of S(G, m). Note also that
Bi -deg yt< p for every i # [1, ..., m], because yt divides y* (by (7.2)) and
y* appears in f (W, m$). These obervations and statement (7.4) (with
z*= yt) imply that BD-deg yt1. Observe that
deg yt1+(degb1 yt BD-deg yt),
because BD-deg yt1 and deg ytBD-deg yt+degb1 yt (by (7.1)). By
(7.5), (7.3), and the fact that y* # K[Hi (b) : 1im and b # B0],
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deg yt1+(degb1 y*BD -deg y*)
1+((m+1)( p&1)&d(B0 , W ))<\ :; # BD & B0 deg; y*+
1+((m+1)( p&1)&d(B0 , W ))d(B0 & (#&I )(V ), W ),
by property (iii) of Proposition 6 and the facts that BD & B0=B0 &
(#&I )(V) and the elements of B0 & (#&I )(V) appear at the end of B0 .
This inequality and the fact that yt appears in an element of S(G, m) imply
that
S(G, m) contains a polynomial whose degree is
1+((m+1)( p&1)&d(B0 , W))d(B0 & (#&I)(V), W). (7.6)
It will now be shown that statement (7.6) also holds without the assump-
tion that m( p&1)d(B0 , W). Note that, for every j # [1, ..., r], Wj is an
additive subgroup of V and hence is a vector space over Fp . Therefore |Wj |
is a power of p for every j, so |Wj ||Wj+1 |&1 is divisible by p&1 for
every j. Hence d(B0 , W) is divisible by p&1. Therefore, if m is an integer
such that m( p&1)<d(B0 , W), then (m+1)( p&1)d(B0 , W), so the
quotient in (7.6) is less than or equal to zero. Therefore statement (7.6)
holds trivially when m( p&1)<d(B0 , W), so it holds in all cases. This
establishes property (iii) of the proposition. K
3. THE MAIN RESULTS
Let w1 , ..., wr+1 denote numbers such that w1w2 } } } wr+11.
Proposition 8. Suppose that r$ # [1, ..., r]; then
:
r$
j=1
(wjwj+1&1)w1 wr$+1&1.
Proof. The proposition will be established by induction on r$ ; it
obviously holds when r$=1. Suppose now that r$>1, and observe that by
the induction hypothesis
:
r$
j=1
(wj wj+1&1)w1 w2&1+w2 wr$+1&1,
=w1wr$+1&1&(w1 w2&1)(w2 wr$+1&1)
w1wr$+1&1. K
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Corollary. Suppose that W, B0 , and Wi are defined as in Section 2
(before Proposition 6); then d(B0 , W)|W1 |&1.
Proposition 9. Let G denote a finite subgroup of GL(n, K) such
that |G| is divisible by p. Then every set of K-algebra generators of
K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]G contains a generator whose degree is greater
than or equal to m( p&1)( p |G|&1&1).
Proof. Since |G| is divisible by p, G contains an element # of order p.
Let V denote the K vector space spanned by [C11 , C12 , ..., C1n]. Proposi-
tion 3 implies that there is an element L # V which does not lie in
V(#)+(#&I )(V). Let W denote the additive group generated by
[g(L) : g # G] and let B0 denote an ordered basis for the K vector space
spanned by W such that B0 possesses the properties of Proposition 7. Let
r=|B0 | and r$=|B0 |&|B0 & (#&I )(V)|. Note that
d(B0 , W)= :
r$
j=1
(|Wj ||Wj+1 |&1)+ :
r
j=r$+1
( |Wj ||Wj+1 |&1)
|W1 ||Wr$+1 |+|Wr$+1 |&2, (9.1)
by Proposition 8. Note that, since the elements of B0 & (#&I )(V) appear
at the end of B0 , Wr$+1 is the set of elements of W which lie in the K vector
space spanned by B0 & (#&I )(V). This observation and the fact that
B0 & (#&I )(V) & W is non-empty imply that Wr$+1 contains a non-zero
element. Since Wr$+1 contains a non-zero element and is an Fp vector
space, |Wr$+1 | p. The quotient space W1 Wr$+1 is also an Fp vector
space, and L lies in W1 but not in Wr$+1 (because L does not lie in
(#&I )(V) and (#&I )(V) contains Wr$+1). Therefore |W1 Wr$+1 | p, so
|W1 |p|Wr$+1 |p. These inequalities imply that
|W1 | |Wr$+1 |+|Wr$+1 ||W1 |p+ p,
because the graph of x  |W1 |x+x is concave up for all x>0. This
observation and relation (9.1) imply that
d(B0 , W)|W1 |p+ p&2. (9.2)
Note that
((m+1)( p&1)&d(B0 , W))d(B0 & (#&I )(V), W)
((m+1)( p&1)&d(B0 , W))( |W|p&1),
by the Corollary to Proposition 8 and the fact that W & (#&I )(V) is a
proper vector subspace (over Fp) of W. This last expression by (9.2) is
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(m( p&1)+1&|W|p)( |W|p&1)
=&1+m( p&1)( |W|p&1)
&1+m( p&1)( p |G|&1&1),
because W is the Fp vector space spanned by [g(L) : g # G]. This relation
and property (iii) of Proposition 7 establish the proposition. K
Recall that p denotes the characteristic of K and Sn denotes the group of
permutations of [1, ..., n].
Proposition 10. Suppose that n p. Then every set of K-algebra
generators of K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]Sn contains a generator whose
degree is greater than or equal to max[n, (m+ p&n)( p&1)].
Proof. For notational convenience, let I(m, n)=K[Cij : 1im,
1 jn]Sn. Let V denote the Fp vector space spanned by
[C11 , C12 , ..., C1n]. Let # denote the element of Sn which cyclically per-
mutes the numbers 1, 2, ..., p and fixes the other elements of [1, ..., n]. Note
that (#&I )(V) is spanned by [C1 j+1&C1 j : 1 j p&1]; hence
dim(#&I )(V)= p&1. In particular, (#&I )(V){[0]. Proposition 3
implies that dim(V (#)+(#&I )(V))<dim V ; hence dim(V (#)+
(#&I )(V))n&1 (in fact, dim(V (#)+(#&I )(V))=n&1). These observa-
tions and Proposition 4 (with G=Sn and W=V) imply that, if mn, then
every set of K-algebra generators of I(m, n) contains a
generator whose degree is 1+(m&n+1)( p&1). (10.1)
If mn&1, then 1+(m&n+1)( p&1)1, so statement (10.1) holds.
Thus statement (10.1) holds for all positive integers m.
Let 4 denote a set of K-algebra generators of I(m, n) and let 41 denote
the set of polynomials which are obtained from the elements of 4 by
replacing Cij with 0 for every i # [2, ..., m] and j # [1, ..., n]. Note that 41
generates I(1, n) as a K-algebra. Note also that K(C1 j : 1 jn) is an
algebraic extension of the field of fractions of I(1, n), because Sn is a finite
group. Therefore K(C1 j : 1 jn) is an algebraic extension of K( f : f # 41), so
the transcendence degree of K( f : f # 41) over K
=the transcendence degree of K(C1 j : 1 jn) over K
=n. (10.2)
The Fundamental Theorem of Symmetric Polynomials [Wa, p. 13; D,
p. 177] implies that every element of I(1, n) whose degree is strictly less
than n must lie in the K-algebra generated by the first n&1 elementary
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symmetric functions in C11 , C12 , ..., C1n . Therefore the transcendence
degree of K( f : f # 41 and deg f <n) over K is less than or equal to n&1.
This observation and statement (10.2) imply that 41 contains a polynomial
whose degree is greater than or equal to n. Therefore 4 contains a
generator whose degree is greater than or equal to n. This observation and
statement (10.1) establish the proposition. K
Corollary. Let Z denote the ring of integers and assume that n2. Then
every set of Z-algebra generators of Z[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]Sn contains a
generator whose degree is greater than or equal to max[n, m+2&n].
Proof. Let F2 denote the field of size 2 and consider the ring
homomorphism  from Z[Cij : 1im, 1 jn] to F2[Cij : 1im,
1 jn] which maps Cij to Cij for all i, j. This homomorphism maps
Z[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]Sn onto F2[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]Sn, because
both of these rings are generated by the elements  y # [_(w) : _ # Sn] y, where
w varies over the multiplicative monoid generated by [Cij : 1im,
1 jn]. Therefore  maps every set of generators of Z[Cij : 1im,
1 jn]Sn to a set of generators of F2[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]Sn. This
observation and Proposition 10 (with p=2) imply that every set of gener-
ators of Z[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]Sn contains a generator whose degree is
greater than or equal to max[n, m+2&n]. K
Proposition 11. Let V denote the Fp vector space spanned by
[C11 , C12 , ..., C1n] and let # denote an element of GL(n, Fp) of order p. Then
dim(#&I )(V)( p&1)(n&dim(V(#)+(#&I )(V))),
where dim denotes dimension as an Fp vector space.
Proof. Let V1 denote a minimal Fp vector subspace of V such that
V=V1+V(#)+(#&I )(V). (11.1)
Apply #&I to both sides of this equation. This yields
(#&I )(V)=(#&I )(V1)+(#&I )2 (V). (11.2)
Therefore (#&I )e (V)=(#&I )e (V1)+(#&I )e+1 (V) for every integer
e1. Combine this equation with Eq. (11.2), setting e=2, 3, ..., p&1,
successively. This yields
(#&I )(V)=(#&I )(V1)+(#&I )2 (V1)+ } } }
+(#&I ) p&1 (V1)+(#&I ) p (V).
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This equation and the fact that (# & I ) p = # p & I = 0 (because the
characteristic of Fp and the order of # equal p) imply that
(#&I )(V)=(#&I )(V1)+(#&I )2 (V1)+ } } } +(#&I ) p&1 (V1).
This equation and the fact that dim(#&I )e (V1)dim V1 for every e1
(because (#&I )e (V1) is a homomorphic image of V1) imply that
dim(#&I )(V)( p&1) dim V1 . (11.3)
The minimality of V1 in Eq. (11.1) implies that
dim V1=dim V&dim(V (#)+(#&I )(V))
=n&dim(V(#)+(#&I )(V)).
This equation and relation (11.3) establish the proposition. K
Proposition 11 can also be proved by expressing V as a direct sum of
principal Fp[#&I]-modules.
Proposition 12. Let G denote a subgroup of GL(n, Fp) such that |G| is
divisible by p. Then every set of K-algebra generators of K[Cij : 1im,
1 jn]G contains a generator whose degree is greater than or equal to
max[m(n&1), m( |G|&1), 2, ( p( p&1)) mn].
Proof. Let S(G, m) denote a set of K-algebra generators of
K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn]G. Note that, since |G| is divisible by p, G con-
tains an element # of order p. Define V, W, c, and d as in Proposition 4.
Note that
1+(m&c)d=(md+m(c&d )&c2+cd )(cd)
=mc+(c&d)(m&c)(cd).
Therefore, if mc, then 1+(m&c)dmc. This observation and Proposi-
tion 4 imply that
if mdim W, then S(G, m) contains a generator whose degree is mc.
(12.1)
Proposition 3 implies that there exists an element L # V which is not in the
K vector space spanned by V (#)+(#&I )(V). Let W now denote the Fp
vector space spanned by [g(L) : g # G] and note that W satisfies the
hypotheses of Proposition 4. Note also that cdim W&1, because L lies
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in W and does not lie in V(#)+(#&I )(V). These observations and
statement (12.1) imply that, if mdim W, then
S(G, m) contains a generator whose degree is m(dim W&1).
(12.2)
If mdim W&1, then m(dim W&1)1, so statement (12.2) holds.
Therefore statement (12.2) holds for all positive integers m.
Note that dim Wn, because WFpC11+ } } } +Fp C1n , and dim
W|G|, because W is spanned by [g(L) : g # G]. These observations and
statement (12.2) imply that
S(G, m) contains a generator whose degree is
max[m(n&1), m( |G|&1)]. (12.3)
Let c1=dim(V(#)+(#&I )(V)) and d1=dim(#&I )(V). Proposition 11
implies that d1( p&1)(n&c1). Therefore
pd1( p&1)(n&c1+d1). (12.4)
Note that by (12.4)
(d1+m&c1)d1( p( p&1))(d1+m&c1)(n&c1+d1)
=( p( p&1)) \mn +
(c1&d1)(m&n)
n(n&c1+d1) + .
Therefore, if mn, then 1+(m&c1)d1( p( p&1)) mn. This inequality
and Proposition 4 (with W=V) imply that
if mn, then S(G, m) contains a generator whose degree is
( p( p&1)) mn. (12.5)
The next goal is to show that S(G, m) contains a polynomial whose degree
is greater than or equal to 2. Let S$ denote the set of elements in S(G, m)
of degree 1. Note that, since |G|>1, the set of invariants of G is a proper
subset of K[Cij : 1im, 1 jn] and hence the K vector space spanned
by S$ _ [1] does not contain [Cij : 1im, 1 jn]. Therefore the
dimension of the K vector space spanned by S$ _ [1] is less than or equal
to mn. Therefore
the transcendence degree of K[s : s # S$] over K is <mn. (12.6)
Note that, since G is finite, the transcendence degree of K[Cij : 1im,
1 jn]G over K equals the transcendence degree of K[Cij : 1im,1
 jn] over K, which equals mn. This observation and statement (12.6)
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imply that S(G, m){S$, so S(G, m) contains a generator whose degree
is greater than or equal to 2. This observation and statement (12.5)
(and the fact that ( p( p&1)) mn2 when mn) imply that S(G, m)
contains a polynomial whose degree is greater than or equal to
max[2, ( p( p&1)) mn]. This observation and statement (12.3) establish
the proposition. K
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